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1. Former Research, Justification for the Topic 

In supervised machine learning our aim is to predict a well-defined target variable as accurately 

as possible by utilizing the known values of several feature variables. Nowadays many complex 

algorithms are available to solve this task. Such as deep learning neural networks, random 

forests, support vector machines, etc. On the other hand, more and more authors, like Molnar 

(2020) and Du et al. (2019) draw attention to the fact that those algorithms that provide the most 

accurate estimates of the target variable are poor at determining marginal effects of the feature 

variables to the target. However, in certain practical applications, the most important result of 

supervised learning is not necessarily the accurate estimation of the target, but the discovery of 

each feature’s marginal effect. For example, a bank has to offer a clear reasoning when 

declining a credit application. In cases like this, out focus should be on building an explainer 

model, not a predictive one. 

In our current bid data environment, when the number of possible features is large, determining 

marginal effects can be challenging even for a linear regression model. One tool that can be 

utilized to make supervised learning models more interpretable is feature selection as proposed 

by Molnar (2020) and James at al. (2013). 

The most important principle of feature selection as defined by Hall (1999) is to identify a 

feature set where each element correlates well with the target, but the features are uncorrelated 

with each other. In a linear case this means the avoidance of multicollinearity. This principle is 

similar to the preference of parsimonious models in Econometrics (Wooldridge, 2016). 

In my doctoral dissertation, I examine the behaviour of a new hybrid genetic-improved harmony 

search algorithm (HGHS algorithm for short) in solving the feature selection task of generalized 

additive models. Research questions K1-K5 of the dissertation aim to explore the technical 

solutions of applying the algorithm for generalized additive models, the quality of the models 

proposed by the algorithm and means to decrease the expected runtime of the algorithm. 

1.1. Former Research 

The most important predecessors of the research conducted in my dissertation are two of my 

co-authored publications: Láng – Kovács (2014) and Láng et al. (2017). I participated in these 

two studies as a BSc Student in Business Information Systems. Both publications are based on 

my own independent work that I did for my BSc thesis and for a paper I presented at the 

Scientific Student Associations' Conference of Corvinus University of Budapest in 2014. 
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In these two papers, my co-authors and I introduce the HGHS algorithm for solving feature 

selection problems. The algorithm is a best subset feature selector. Its most important novelty 

to the already existing algorithms proposed by the literature is its new constraints for 

eliminating feature redundancy in the models. In the linear case, this means selecting 

uncorrelated features, which is one of the most important assumptions during the parameter 

estimation of linear models. During the development of the algorithm my contribution was idea 

for combining the genetic and harmony search algorithms. The idea behind this combination is 

that during feature selection we need recombination operators with more randomness than those 

of the genetic algorithm. These recombination operators can be provided by the harmony search 

algorithm, but we need to preserve the genetic algorithm’s parallel generation of new 

individuals to the new populations. Optimized implementation of the algorithm in C# is a joint 

work with my co-authors. The first working implementation of HGHS is my own work that is 

part of my BSc thesis. In the referred two papers, we show that by applying HGHS, we can get 

feature subsets that are not affected by multicollinearity, which is a great help in the 

interpretation of marginal effects. Since we have a ceteris paribus assumption when interpreting 

marginal effects. Furthermore, violating the assumption of uncorrelated features also makes the 

parameter estimates of linear models less stable (Hastie et al. 2011). 

An immediate predecessor of my doctoral dissertation is my independent publication, Kovács 

(2019) that is based on the research I conducted for my MSc thesis in Actuarial Science. In this 

paper, I extended the HGHS algorithm to handle Cox’s proportional hazard models as well, not 

just simple linear models during feature selection. With this extended algorithm, I estimate the 

survival curves of life insurance policies. Similarly to the linear case, the HGHS can propose 

models with similar prediction accuracy as the other feature selection algorithms proposed for 

proportional hazard models, but the HGHS models achieve this accuracy with uncorrelated 

features. Due to this property of the HGHS, the features affecting life insurance policy survival 

are more easily identified with HGHS than with other feature selection methods proposing 

models with some redundant features. Most important yield of this research regarding my 

dissertation is the first version of the R implementation of HGHS. This implementation is the 

immediate basis for the R codes that I wrote for my dissertation. These R codes are also a 

product of my own work. 

In my doctoral dissertation, I examine how the HGHS algorithm can be extended to handle 

generalized additive models (GAMs) as well. In GAMs, non-redundancy of features is also an 

important assumption as feature effects in the model are joined additively. This means that the 
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estimation of the target by GAM is given as a sum of the non-linear functions 𝑓1, 𝑓2, … , 𝑓𝑚 

representing the effect of each feature (Hastie – Tibshirani, 1990). So, the constraing in the 

HGHS that aims to ensure that only independent features (or at least non-redundant features 

according to a preferred metric) are selected in the final model is still useful if the aim of the 

analyst is to use the GAM for identifying the most important features that affect the target in a 

non-linear way. 

1.2. Research Questions 

Based ont he former research presented in the Section 1.1., my doctoral dissertation aims to 

answer research questions K1-K5. These questions investigate the behaviour of HGHS 

extended to handle GAMs. 

K1. Can the extension of HGHS to handle GAMs be realized without modifying its 

decision variables and its binary individual-representation applied in the linear case? 

K2. Can the HGHS find models for real-world datasets with a smaller number of non-

redundant features, that have similar prediction accuracy to models proposed by other 

state-of-the-art feature selection algorithms for GAMs? 

K3. Do the random or controlled recombination operators of HGHS need to be preferred 

for the generating a new population (or memory) when we apply the algorithms for 

GAMs? 

K4. What is the best method to ensure the appropriate quality of the initial population in 

HGHS? Is it more efficient to run the HGHS from several random initial populations 

where the population size and the maximum number of generations are small, or is it 

worth to apply a large population size and maximum number of generations and run 

the algorithm only once? 

K5. What kind of parallelization strategy can better improve the expected runtime of 

HGHS? Is the simultaneous computation of the models corresponding to each 

individual preferred? Or parallelized computation of a single model is more efficient? 

How well can we scale the algorithm with the preferred strategy for parallelization? 

How does the numerically measured speed-up of HGHS relates to the theoretical 

maximum speed-up? 
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2. Applied Methods 

I apply the Design Science methodology proposed by Hevner et al. (2004) when answering 

research questions K1-K5. The research of my dissertation is designed based on the 7 guidelines 

of Hevner et al. (2004). 

Applying the Design Science Methodology means both developing an artifact and answering 

research questions. In my dissertation, research questions K1-K5. are answered by extending 

an algorithm of my own design (HGHS), implementing the extensions, and numerically testing 

the efficiency of the new algorithm. This new algorithm, its implementation and the numerical 

experiments can be considered as an artifact. 

In my dissertation, I have developed a working implementation of the HGHS that can handle 

the feature selection problem for GAMs on real-world datasets. This means that the HGHS, 

presented in more detailed in Section 3, satisfies the requirements of the 1st Design Science 

guideline of Hevner et al. (2004). 

In my research, I introduce the theoretical and methodological framework of GAMs based on 

the latest literature. I emphasize that parameter estimation of GAMs is sensitive to redundancy 

of features in the model that is called concurvity in the GAM framework. I show that concurvity 

can make business interpretability of GAMs difficult. By analysing state-of-the-art feature 

selection algorithms for GAMs, I highlight that the most popular algorithms either do not 

account for concurvity or only address it in a limited way. So, with the help of literature review, 

I show that the artifact of my dissertation, the HGHS, provides solution to an important and 

relevant business problem in line with the 2nd Design Science guideline. 

With a detailed literature review, I support my claim that the numerical comparison of the 

performance of HGHS and the performance of other examined feature selection algorithms for 

GAMs is done by applying state-of-the-art validation methods and performance metrics. With 

this, I take into account the 3rd guideline of Design Science. 

As a research result, I show that the HGHS algorithm fully takes concurvity into account during 

feature selection. Furthermore, I apply the HGHS on two practical feature selection problems 

with different parameters, and I measure its performance in a way that is comparable to that of 

the other examined feature selection methods. Numerical results confirm that the HGHS can 

propose concurvity-free GAMs with a prediction accuracy that can approximate that of the 

other examined algorithms in most of the applied performance metrics. Numerical results also 
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suggest reasonable expected runtime for HGHS when simultaneously computing GAMs 

corresponding to each individual in the population. With these numerical results, I confirm that 

the artifact of my research, the HGHS, has verifiable contributions as required by the 4th 

guideline of Design Science. 

Optimizing the performance of HGHS is realized by ceteris paribus sensitivity analysis of the 

algorithm parameters. Based on the results of parameter optimization, I apply the HGHS on 

larger datasets in a new way, by running the algorithm from several random initial populations 

with a small population size to increase efficiency. I also examine the scalability of HGHS by 

running it on several virtual environments capable for parallel execution with different 

parameters. The empirical seep-up of HGHS is always compared with the maximum theoretical 

seed-up by parallelization available on the current environment. Furthermore, I apply strictly 

unform validation methods when analysing the results of the numerical experiments. With these 

principles in place, I aim to comply with the 5th Design Science guideline of research rigor and 

with the 6th guideline of utilizing available means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws 

in the problem environment. 

My doctoral research results have been actively communicated (7th guideline of Design 

Science) as I presented my research results in several Hungarian and international scientific 

conferences and published papers in referred scientific journals. My results were presented as 

part of the “Data Analysis in Practice” lecture series of Corvinus University of Budapest and 

also presented during the Corvinus Research Week of January 2020. Both forums helped me 

share my results with interested students at the university and with researchers who can apply 

the HGHS algorithm in their own research. 

To ensure reproducibility of my numerical results, the source code of the HGHS algorithm in 

R and the R scripts of the numerical performance tests are part of my dissertation. All the R 

scripts, the training and test datasets in Rda format, and the tables containing detailed numerical 

results in csv and xlsx formats are available on the https://github.com/KoLa992/Hybrid-

algorithm-for-GAMs repository. Every R script was run in R version 3.5.3., on a 64-bit 

Windows 10 operating system. The hardware configuration used for the numerical experiments 

(except for the tests of scalability) is a PC with Intel Core i7-8750H 2,20 GHz processor and 8 

GB 2666 MHz DDR4 RAM. 

https://github.com/KoLa992/Hybrid-algorithm-for-GAMs
https://github.com/KoLa992/Hybrid-algorithm-for-GAMs
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3. Results of the Dissertation 

In Section 3.1., I introduce the feature selection task to be solved by the HGHS algorithm. In 

Section 3.2., I highlight the uniqueness of HGHS compared to other state-of-the-art feature 

selection algorithms in GAM framework. In Section 3.3., I introduce the main concepts of the 

HGHS algorithm and the parameters that affect its efficiency. Based on the results of this 

section, I can answer research question K1. In Sections 3.4. and 3.5., I examine the efficiency 

of HGHS numerically and compare the results with other state-of-the-art feature selection 

algorithms proposed by the literature. Based on the results of these two chapters, I answer 

research questions K2, K3 and K4. Section 3.6. deals with the scalability of HGHS and answers 

research question K5 with more numerical experiments. Finally, I summarise my results in 

Section 3.7. and evaluate the practical applications of the HGHS algorithm. 

3.1. Feature Selection in a GAM Framework 

Let 𝑌 = [𝑦1, 𝑦2, … , 𝑦𝑛]
𝑇 ∈ ℝ𝑛 be a vector of an i.i.d. sample drawn from a random variable 

with a distribution from an exponential family. In a GAM framework, the expected value of 𝑌 

can be estimated with the help of 𝑋𝑗 = [𝑥𝑗1, 𝑥𝑗2, … , 𝑥𝑗𝑛]
𝑇
 known features with the model given 

is equation (1) (Hastie – Tibshirani, 1990). 

 ℎ(𝐸(𝑌)) = 𝜀 + ∑ 𝑓𝑗(𝑋𝑗)
𝑝
𝑗=1  (1) 

Where ℎ(∙) is the link function for the distribution of 𝑌, 𝜀 = [𝜀1, 𝜀2, … , 𝜀𝑛]
𝑇 is a vector of model 

errors and 𝑓𝑗(∙) is the transformation function for the 𝑗th feature. 

In my dissertation, the 𝑓𝑗 functions are represented with the help of thin plate splines. The 

parameters are estimated by penalized iterative weighted least squares (Wood, 2017). The main 

advantage of this representation to the alternatives proposed by the literature is that it can select 

the form of 𝑓𝑗s automatically with the help of a penalty term that is dependent on the 2nd 

derivative of 𝑓𝑗. In this representation, we only need to give the maximal number of spline bases 

as a parameter. This maximal number is denoted as 𝑘𝑗 for the 𝑗th feature. The optimal choice 

for 𝑘𝑗 is the smallest integer that is large enough that its corresponding 𝑓𝑗 thin plate spline 

function captures most of the variance in 𝑋𝑗. Fortunately, Augustin et al. (2012) proposed a test 

where the null hypothesis is that 𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝑓𝑗(𝑋𝑗)) is not significantly different from 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑋𝑗). With 

the help of this test, selection of 𝑘𝑗 can be automated in the HGHS. Details for this method are 

given in Section 3.3. 
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Let 𝑋 = {𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑚} be a set of all possible features for a GAM. During feature selection, 

the task is to choose a �̃� = {𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑝} ⊆ 𝑋 subset such that the resulting GAM has the best 

out-of-sample performance. To achieve the best out-of-sample performance, we need to 

compromise in using in-sample information. If we use too few in-sample information, we will 

fail to gain a good enough understanding of the relationship between features and the target. 

However, if we use too much in-sample information, we will overfocus our model and it will 

have poor out-of-sample performance. To maximize out-of-sample performance for our GAM, 

it is advised to apply the principles of parsimony during feature selection. According to this 

principle, we should select the �̃� ⊆ 𝑋 subset such as that the GAM we obtain has the best 

possible fit to 𝑌 in-sample, with the application of as few features as possible (Wooldridge, 

2016). 

Out-of-sample performance for our model can be measured in several ways. In my dissertation, 

I utilize the adjusted McFadden’s pseudo-R-squared measure (�̅�2). Description of the measure 

is given in McFadden (1974). So, during feature selection �̃� should be selected such that �̅�2 is 

maximal. On the other hand, evaluating every possible subset of 𝑋 is a NP-hard problem as we 

have 2𝑚 − 1 possible subsets to examine, excluding the empty set (Huo – Ni, 2007). 

To avoid redundancy between the features that are selected in �̃�, an extra constraint should be 

applied during feature selection. To introduce this new constraint, a measure for the non-linear 

extension of multicollinearity called concurvity must be given. Based on Wood (2017), 

concurvity can be measured with an index on a [0,1] scale in the case of GAMs that apply thin 

plate splines. If the index is 0 for the 𝑗th feature, then the feature’s variance cannot be explained 

by non-linear, additive combinations of the rest of the features in �̃�. On the other hand, if the 

index is 1, then 𝑗th feature can be perfectly reproduced by the rest of the features in in �̃�. The 

main concept of the index is the based on the idea that a smooth term, 𝑓𝑗, in the model can be 

decomposed into a part, 𝑔𝑗, that lies entirely in the space of one or more other terms 𝑓𝑐≠𝑗 in the 

model, and a remainder part that is completely within the term's own space. If 𝑔𝑗 makes up a 

large part of 𝑓𝑗 then there is a concurvity problem. So, the index is given as the square of 
‖𝑔𝑗‖

‖𝑓𝑗‖
, 

that is the ratio of the squared Euclidean norms of the vectors of 𝑓𝑗 and 𝑔𝑗 evaluated at the 

observed covariate values. In my dissertation, I follow the recommendations of Wood (2017): 

if this concurvity index is above 0.5 for a 𝑋𝑗 feature, then it can be considered redundant (has 

harmful concurvity). 
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3.2. Feature Selection Algorithms for GAMs 

Based on results of my literature review, feature selection algorithms in a GAM framework can 

be classified into three groups. 

The first group follows the stepwise logic: it only adds or removes one feature at an iteration, 

and it follows this procedure until the aim function for the feature selection cannot be improved 

further significantly. The specific algorithms in this group show differences in the subtleness 

of their stepwise steps. The classical Stepwise algorithm treats the features in a binary way: a 

feature is either included in �̃� or not. See Venables – Ripley (2002) and Hastie et al. (2011) for 

details. On the other hand, the GAMBoost algorithm utilizes basis spline functions, and in each 

iteration, it adds “weight” to the feature that causes the largest improvement in the aim function 

of the feature selection. Once the algorithm has stopped, features with 0 weight (all the basis 

functions have 0 coefficients) are the ones that are excluded from �̃�. So, this algorithm also 

follows a stepwise logic, since it only modifies the properties of one feature in each iteration, 

but it does it in a continuous and not a binary way. Details of this algorithm can be found in 

Binder – Tutz (2008) and Schmid – Hothorn (2008). The concept of GAMBoost is improved 

in the Modified Backfitting procedure by Belitz – Lang (2008). This paper allows increasing 

the weights of several features in one iteration, making the algorithm more suitable for 

parallelization (Umaluf et al., 2015). 

The second group is the family of regularization techniques. These algorithms are 

generalizations of the Lasso by Tibshirani (1996) to non-linear models. The main concept of 

regularization methods is to execute feature selection during parameter estimation with some 

special penalty term in the error function that is minimized by choosing the model parameters. 

These penalty terms result in estimating non-relevant 𝑓𝑗s as identically 0. Specific algorithms 

in this group include: COSSO (Lin – Zhang, 2006), two kinds of penalized thin plate splines 

(Marra – Wood, 2011), Nonnegative Garrotte (Cantoni et al., 2011). 

An important property of both stepwise and regularization algorithms is that they do not attempt 

to directly to avoid multicollinearity, or in the non-linear case, concurvity. Furthermore, 

multiple authors have showed that consistency of stepwise and regularization methods is 

violated if harmful multicollinearity, or in the non-linear case, concurvity is present in the 

model: Chong – Jun (2005), Zhao – Yu (2006), Signoretto et al. (2008), Jia – Yu (2010). The 

lack of consistency for GAM feature selection means that features with identically 0 𝑓𝑗s in the 
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population can be selected to �̃�, and features with non-zero basis spline coefficients in the 

populations can be excluded from �̃�. 

The third group of feature selection algorithm contains algorithms that executes feature 

selection based on mutual information of the target and the features. Algorithms in this group 

are special in the sense that they do not assume GAM, or any other model framework for feature 

selection. These methods apply an 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) index to measure the mutual information of random 

variables 𝑥 and 𝑦, and they maximize a custom feature selection objective function with some 

standard optimization algorithm. The custom objective functions are constructed in a way to 

ensure selecting 𝑋𝑗s to �̃� where 𝐼(𝑌, 𝑋𝑗) is high, but 𝐼(𝑋𝑘, 𝑋𝑗) is low for all 𝑘 ≠ 𝑗. With the 

inclusion of this second aspect, these objective functions try to control for redundancy 

(multicollinearity or concurvity) between the selected features. However, application of 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) 

mutual information measures only examine redundancy of features between variable pairs. 

These algorithms cannot handle cases were a feature can be constructed as a multivariate 

function of other features included in the model. So, concurvity can still be a problem for GAMs 

proposed by algorithms that use 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) measures. Most popular algorithms in this group are 

the mRMR (Song et al., 2012) and the HSIC-Lasso (Climente-González, et al., 2019). 

The application metaheuristic algorithms to solve feature selection tasks is quite frequent in 

recent literature. Some examples: Wang et al. (2015), Krömer – Platoš (2016), Mafarja – 

Mirjalili (2017), Sayed et al. (2019) és Abdel-Basset et al. (2020). A common characteristic of 

these papers that they do not consider GLM or GAM as a framework during feature selection. 

They work in the framework of other supervised learning models like k-NN, support vector 

machine, neural network, etc. Partly for this reason, these algorithms only interpret feature 

selection for classification tasks as the most popular among supervised learning tasks. These 

works only focus on improving prediction accuracy via feature selection, so interpreting 

marginal effect of features is disregarded. So, they do not add any constraint for redundancy 

(multicollinearity or concurvity) to their feature selection tasks. 

To the best of my knowledge, the HGHS algorithm is the only metaheuristic feature selection 

algorithm that applies constraints to ensure a not redundant feature set in its proposed final 

model. 

3.3. The HGHS algorithm in GAM framework 

In my previous works I proposed a hybrid genetic-harmony search algorithm (HGHS algorithm) 

to solve feature selection in linear models. The algorithm applies the 𝑉𝐼𝐹 measure of features 
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to eliminate multicollinearity completely from its proposed model. So, the algorithm handles 

multivariate redundancy between features as well, and is not limited to tackle redundancy only 

between variable pairs as the mRMR or the HSIC-Lasso. In this section, I introduce the 

extension of the algorithm to the GAM framework by applying thin plate splines to represent 

the 𝑓𝑗 transformation functions of the features. In my dissertation the aim function of HGHS is 

McFadden’s �̅�2. The concepts of the genetic algorithm can be found in Goldberg (1989) and a 

detailed description of the harmony search algorithm is given in Mahdavi et al. (2007). Flow 

chart of HGHS is given in Figure 7 of my dissertation. 

The HGHS algorithm represents possible solutions of the feature selection task as a bit sequence 

with a length of 𝑚. So, the only decision variable is the inclusion or exclusion of a specific 

feature. In the HGHS, the parallelizable population (or memory in the terms of the harmony 

search algorithm) handling of the genetic algorithm is preserved, but the cross-over 

recombination operator of the genetic algorithm is replaced to the more random operators from 

the harmony search algorithm. This replacement is necessary as the cross-over operator of the 

genetic algorithm is only effective for problems where the quality of individuals is worth 

improving in smaller parts and creating new solutions by crossing-over these parts from 

different previous solutions. However, as datasets usually contain feature variables in a random 

order, there are no patterns in specific parts of the bit sequences representing a solution. 

The probability of generating a new individual from the better-than-average individuals of the 

previous memory (𝐻𝑀𝐶𝑅, harmony memory consideration rate) is increasing during iterations, 

while the probability of mutation (modification of a chosen element, denoted bw) is decreasing. 

With this fine tuning, completely random individual generation of new individuals is dominant 

in the early iterations of the algorithm. As we get closer and closer to the optimal solution during 

the iterations, smaller and smaller parts of the search space need to be mapped during the 

generation of new individuals, so inheriting information form better-than-average individuals 

of the previous memory can become more dominant. An early stopping criterion is also applied 

in the HGHS: if in some of the last iterations, the objective function value of the best individual 

of the population remains unchanged, the algorithm stops. The number of iterations without 

change in the objective function can be given as a parameter. 

The HGHS can only be applied in a GAM framework if the solutions can still be represented 

as bit sequences. If order and breakpoints of the spline function fitted on a feature need to be 

determined as well, then a more complex representation of individuals is required. Fortunately, 
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application of thin plate splines introduced in Section 3.1. ensures the preservation of binary 

representation of individuals, so search space of the feature selection task does not increase in 

size. 

In the algorithms, I apply the following technique. If an 𝑋𝑗 feature is included in the GAM, then 

by default I set 𝑘𝑗 = 10 as recommended by Wood (2017). If the value set of 𝑋𝑗 is smaller than 

10, then 𝑘𝑗 equals the number of unique values in 𝑋𝑗. If p-value of the test proposed by Augustin 

et al. (2012) is less than 𝛼 = 0,01, then I increase 𝑘𝑗 by 5 until I have chosen a large enough 𝑘𝑗 

for the feature. 

To control for concurvity, only those solutions can be allowed to be transferred to the new 

memory, where the concurvity index defined in Section 3.1. is below 0.5 for all features in the 

model. If the 𝑖th individual in the population satisfies this constraint, then binary variable 𝐶𝑖 

takes the value of 1, and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, the algorithm should prefer those models 

that contains variables where we can reject the null hypothesis of 𝑓𝑗 ≡ 0. To test this null 

hypothesis, a 𝜒2-test proposed by Marra – Wood (2011) can be applied. If on a user-specified 

significance level, we can reject the null hypothesis of 𝑓𝑗 ≡ 0 for all features in the 𝑖th 

individual in the population, then binary variable 𝑆𝑖 takes the value of 1, and 0 otherwise. 

Incorporating these constraints is done through the selection of better-than-average individuals. 

The average objective function of the current population (or memory) is determined by the 

weighted average formula of (2), and only those 𝑖 individuals can be labelled as better-than-

average, where 𝐶𝑖 = 𝑆𝑖 = 1. 

 �̅�𝑀
2 =

∑ �̅�𝑖
2∙𝐶𝑖∙𝑆𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1

∑ 𝐶𝑖∙𝑆𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

 (2) 

In (2) 𝑁 is the size of the population/memory, �̅�𝑖
2 is the objective function of the 𝑖th individual. 

If ∑ 𝐶𝑖 ∙ 𝑆𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 = 0, then �̅�𝑀

2  is simply the arithmetic mean of the �̅�𝑖
2 values, and every individual 

can be considered as a better-than-average individual. 

Due to these constraints of the HGHS, it is possible that there is no individual in the initial 

random memory that can be selected for the new memory and satisfies the 𝐶𝑖 = 𝑆𝑖 = 1 

constraints. So, it is also easily possible that it takes several iterations until the algorithm finds 

solutions that satisfy all the constraints. This suggest that the runtime of the algorithm is highly 

dependent on the quality of its initial population/memory. To handle this, the algorithm could 

be run several times with several initial random memories with a smaller memory size and 
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maximal iteration number to conserve the runtime of one trial as suggested by research question 

4. In this case, the individual with best objective function value out of the final models of each 

trial can be considered as optimal. Alternatively, research question K4 proposes running the 

algorithm only once, but with a high memory size to tackle the poor quality of the initial 

memory. 

Regarding research question K1, we can conclude that the application of thin plate splines 

presented in this section allows a positive answer to the question. Since, with the proposed 

procedure to set 𝑘𝑗, we can select order and breakpoints of spline functions automatically. This 

results in preserving the decision variables of the linear HGHS and change in the binary 

representation of individuals is not necessary. 

3.4. Numerical Results of HGHS for a Small Task 

Numerical comparison of HGHS with other feature selection algorithms working in a GAM 

framework is executed on two real-world datasets. Source of the first dataset is , and it contains 

9 variables for 1030 concrete grinders. Our first examined real world dataset is proposed by 

Yeh (1998) and contains 9 variables of 1030 concrete girders. The task is to estimate the 

comprehensive strength of concrete material as a non-linear function of age and ingredients. As 

𝑚 = 8, the feature selection task is small, which means all of the possible subsets can be 

generated and the global optima is easily selected. Description of the variables is also given in 

Yeh (1998). The aim of applying the feature selection algorithms on this dataset is to examine 

how frequently can each algorithm identify the global optima. The cleaned-up dataset is split 

to training and test sets in a 7:3 ratio. 

Results of the examined feature selection algorithms on this Concrete Comprehensive Strength 

Dataset are summarised in Tables 2 and 3 of the dissertation. Due to the stochastic nature of 

these algorithms, every procedure is run 30 times and the results of the best model out of 30 are 

reported. 

Based on these results, I can conclude regarding research question K2 that prediction accuracy 

on the test set of the model proposed by HGHS is not significantly different from that of the 

other models proposed by the rest of the algorithms examined in my dissertation. Next to 

HGHS, the mRMR algorithm is the only one that is capable of proposing models that are free 

from concurvity in every selected feature (Table 2). However, prediction accuracy of mRMR 

is less than that of the HGHS. These results are robust regarding all the 9 performance metrics 

that are applied. Compared to the only other algorithm that proposes a concurvity-free model, 
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the mRMR, the GAM proposed by HGHS has better results in all the 9 performance metrics 

(Table 3). 

The small size of the Concrete Comprehensive Strength Dataset makes optimizing parameters 

of HGHS possible. Table 4 of the dissertation shows the results of the ceteris paribus 

optimization of the HGHS parameters. These results suggest that HGHS prefers the random 

generation of new solutions, but inheritance from the previous population should not be 

neglected: the 𝐻𝑀𝐶𝑅 should be increased from 5% to 35% during the iterations. Decreasing 

the mutation 𝑏𝑤 probability from 90% to 10% during the HA iterations also supports the idea. 

Based on Table 4, the answer to research question K3 is that in case of GAM framework, 

completely random generation of new solutions should be preferred in the HGHS, but 

controlled solution generation based on inheritance from the previous population/memory 

should not be completely neglected. 

Another important conclusion is that when the HGHS is run with its optimal settings given in 

Table 4, then in more than third of trials (12/30), the algorithm can find the global optima or 

the second-best solution before the 5th iteration. So, only about 
5∗20

28
= 0,4 = 40% of the search 

space is examined by the algorithm when one of the best two solutions is found. Based on this 

observation, we can conclude in case of research question K4 that the poor quality of initial 

memory/population should be addressed by running the algorithm from several initial random 

populations rather than running the algorithm once with large population/memory size. 

Detailed results of the ceteris paribus search of the optimal parametrization are reported in the 

appendices of the dissertation. 

3.5. Numerical Results of HGHS for a Large Task 

In the second dataset used for numerical experiments, the task is to estimate to estimate for 

clients in a Taiwanese bank if they are to report default on their credit card loans in one month 

from now. This dataset consists of 30000 observations and 26 possible features after applying 

a dummy coding for categorical variables. Source of the dataset is Yeh – Lien (2009) and 

description of the variables is also given in this paper. The feature selection task in this case is 

not solvable via examining all possible feature subsets and selecting the best one. Best models 

proposed by each algorithm are only comparable to each other, there is no reference point. The 

cleaned-up dataset is split to training and test sets in a 7:3 ratio. I apply the results of the GLM 

and LightGBM models of Yang – Zhang (2018) as a benchmark. Further benchmarks are a 
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Decision Tree algorithm and a Random Forest combined with Recursive Feature Elimination 

algorithm. 

Results of the benchmark and GAM feature selection algorithms on the Credit Card Default 

Dataset are shown in Tables 6 and 7 of the dissertation. Due to the stochastic nature of these 

algorithms, every procedure is run 20 times and the results of the best model out of 20 are 

reported. Based on the conclusions drawn from the Concrete Comprehensive Strength Dataset, 

the HGHS is run from 5 initial random populations with small population size (60) and number 

of maximal generations (6). Other parameter settings are the optimal values given in Table 4. 

Detailed explanation of the parametrization is given in Section 10.4. of the dissertation. 

Numerical results on the Credit Card Default Dataset confirm the answer given to research 

question K2, stating that prediction performance on the test set for the models proposed by 

HGHS is not significantly different from that of the models proposed by the other examined 

feature selection algorithms. Furthermore, based on results in Table 6, it can also be concluded 

that the 𝐴𝑈𝐶 of the GAM proposed by HGHS is higher than that of the GLM in Yang – Zhang 

(2018) and is not significantly smaller than the 𝐴𝑈𝐶 of the LightGBM model which is the model 

with the best 𝐴𝑈𝐶 according to the authors. The HGHS is also the only one from the algorithms 

that are working in a GAM framework that can propose a feature subset completely free from 

concurvity on the Credit Card Default Dataset. This latter result is not matched either by the 

mRMR or by the HSIC-Lasso, even though these algorithms control for concurvity as this 

control is only for redundancy between variable pairs. 

The Credit Card Default Dataset shows more diverse results when the set of applied 

performance metrics is extended than the Concrete Comprehensive Strength Dataset examined 

in Section 3.4. Here, if we examine, the two models that have a feature set without concurvity 

(the HGHS and the Decision Tree), we can find that in prediction accuracy on the test set, the 

HGHS has better performance in “recall-like” metrics, while the Decision Tree has stronger 

“precision-like” metrics. In analyses predicting credit risk, the “recall-like” metrics are more 

relevant for decision makers according to Moula (2017). The HGHS has better performance 

regarding these metrics, so it can be suggested that non-redundant features influencing credit 

risk should be identified based on the results of a HGHS model rather than a decision tree 

model. 

Expected runtime of the HGHS is acceptable compared to the rest of the algorithms (the 

expected runtime is similar to that of the Random Forest combined with RFE and significantly 
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faster than the expected runtime of the GAMBoost) based on Table 6. Based on these results, I 

can also confirm my answer to research question K4: it is worth running the HGHS from several 

initial random memories/populations with smaller memory size and maximal number of 

generations to handle the poor quality of the initial memory/population of the algorithm that 

arises in GAM frameworks. 

3.6. Examining the Scalability of HGHS 

Vertical scalability of the HGHS algorithm is examined as a function of processor core used to 

parallelly compute the GAMs corresponding to individuals in a given population (or memory). 

The numerical experiments for scalability are executed on the Credit Card Default Dataset as 

Table 6 of the dissertation clearly shows that expected runtime is critical here for the HGHS, 

due the larger size of this dataset. 

Hardware configuration used for the numerical experiments of Sections 3.4. and 3.5. is given 

in Section 1. Hardware resources utilized for numerical examination of scalability of HGHS 

are provided by Microsoft Azure Data Science Virtual Machine (DSVM). On the DVSM 

platform, virtual hardware configurations with 4, 8, 12 and 16 processor cores are available 

with a university account (Etaati, 2019). 

Before numerically examining scalability of HGHS, it is essential to determine the maximum 

amount of speed-up achievable by parallelization given the number of available processor cores 

as a reference point. Amdahl’s law can be applied to determine this upper limit (Bryant et al., 

2016). Amdahl’s law is a formula that can be used to determine the upper limit of the speed-up 

gained by parallelizing a task or algorithm. Exact description of this law can be found in Amdahl 

(1967). 

During the numerical experiments executed in Azure DSVM, the HGHS algorithm is still run 

20 times and expected runtime and the relative standard deviation of runtimes are examined as 

a function processor cores, and finally the amount of speed-up compared to an architecture 

using only one core is given. These numerical results of speed-up are compared to their 

theoretical maximum value calculated according to Amdahl’s law. These results are contained 

in Table 9 and Figure 20 of the dissertation. The HGHS achieves the maximal theoretical speed-

up according to Amdahl’s law in case of 4 cores, but it fails to meet these maximum speed-ups 

in case of more cores. The explanation behind this phenomenon is the optimal parametrization 

of HGHS that prefers the random elements of the algorithm that causes idle time in some 
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iterations. This idle time also causes high relative standard deviation of runtimes on the 

hardware configuration with 16 cores. 

To understand the behaviour of the idle time experienced in the parallelization of HGHS on 

more than 4 processor cores, one should take a look at the histogram describing the distribution 

of the runtimes required to compute a GAM in the Credit Card Default Dataset based on 100 

simulated feature subsets. This histogram is given in Figure 21 of the dissertation. Based on 

this histogram, distribution of the runtimes has a significant right skew, with one huge outlier. 

So, there’s an empirical probability of 1% that we get a feature subset in a population/memory, 

where computing the corresponding GAM takes an extremely long time. This causes problems 

during parallelization as  the other processor cores “need to wait” for the core that computes 

this GAM with extremely long runtime to finish before the selection of better-than-average 

individuals start in the population. This wait is needed so the average objective function can be 

calculated by (2) for the current population/memory. However, (2) can only be computed once 

all the individuals have a computed corresponding GAM. 

Due to waiting for the individual with the highest runtime, there will be an idle time in every 

iteration of the HGHS when only one processor cores are working, and the rest have no 

computation tasks. If there is no individual in the population with an extremely outlier runtime, 

then the idle times can be quite short, so the runtime of whole the algorithm can approximate 

the maximal theoretical speed-up of Amdahl’s law. On the other hand, if many populations 

contain individuals with outlier runtimes, then the idle times caused by these outliers cumulate, 

and runtime of the whole algorithm will miss the theoretically maximal speed-up. As optimal 

parametrization of HGHS is dominated by the random elements of the algorithm, the presence 

of individuals with outlier runtimes can have a great variance. The effect of this variance is 

most noticeable in the high relative standard deviation of the runtimes in the case of 16 cores. 

The loss in runtime due to this idle time is growing with the number of applied processor cores 

since adding extra cores only increases the number of unutilized cores. 

3.7. Summary of Answers to the Research Questions of the Dissertation 

Based on the results of the literature reviews, algorithm design and numerical efficiency tests 

presented in the previous subsections of Section 3, research question K1-K5 of my dissertation 

can be answered. 

K1. The first research question dealt with the extension of HGHS to a GAM framework 

in terms of decision variables and the representation of individuals. With the help of 
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the thin plate splines introduced in Section 3.1., I showed in Section 3.3. that the 

selection of order and breakpoints of spline functions can be automated in GAMs. 

With this result, the decision variables and binary representation of individuals in the 

linear case of HGHS can be preserved for GAMs as well. 

K2. The second research question addressed the quality of models proposed by HGHS. 

Based on the results of the numerical experiments in Sections 3.4. and 3.5., it can be 

concluded that prediction accuracy on the test sets of the models proposed by the 

HGHS is not significantly different from that of the models proposed by the other 

feature selection algorithms examined in my dissertation. Furthermore, the HGHS is 

the only one of the examined algorithms that can propose models with feature sets 

that are completely free of concurvity on both examined real-world datasets. This 

result cannot be matched by the other two algorithms that control for concurvity, the 

mRMR and the HSIC-Lasso, since they only address the redundancy between 

variable pairs. In case of the Concrete Comprehensive Strength Dataset, the mRMR 

algorithm proposed a concurvity-free feature subset (see Table 2 of the dissertation), 

but the prediction accuracy of the proposed model is smaller than that of the model 

proposed by the HGHS. In case of the Concrete Comprehensive Strength Dataset, 

the results are robust regarding all the 9 performance metrics that are applied (see 

Table 2 of the dissertation). In case of the Credit Card Default Dataset, the results are 

more diverse. In this dataset, if we examine, the two models that have a feature set 

without concurvity (the HGHS and the Decision Tree), we can find that in prediction 

accuracy on the test set, the HGHS has better performance in “recall-like” metrics, 

while the Decision Tree has stronger “precision-like” metrics. In analyses predicting 

credit risk, the “recall-like” metrics are more relevant for decision makers according 

to Moula (2017) and the HGHS has better performance regarding these metrics (see 

Table 7 of the dissertation). So, it can be suggested that non-redundant features 

influencing credit risk should be identified based on the results of a HGHS model 

rather than a decision tree model. 

K3. Research question three tackles the properties of the recombination operators of the 

HGHS. Based on the results in Section 3.4., I can conclude that when applying the 

HGHS in a GAM framework, it is preferred to generate completely random new 

individuals during the iterations, but inheritance from the previous population should 

not be neglected. In fact, it is also preferred to continuously increase the probability 
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of inheriting an individual from the better-than average individuals of the previous 

memory/population. 

K4. Research question four examines the optimal memory (or population) size and the 

stopping criterion of the HGHS algorithm. Results of the ceteris paribus sensitivity 

analysis presented in Section 3.4. highlight that in case of the optimal parameter set 

of HGHS, the algorithm can find the global optima or the second-best solution before 

mapping 40% of the search space in more than third of trials. Based on this 

observation, we can conclude that the poor quality of initial memory/population 

should be addressed by running the algorithm from several initial random 

populations rather than running the algorithm once with large population/memory 

size. 

K5. The last research question addresses the parallelization strategies of the HGHS 

algorithm. Based on the results of Sections 3.5. and 3.6., it is preferred to 

simultaneously compute the models corresponding to each individual in HGHS. With 

the help of parallelization, the expected runtime of the HGHS is not significantly 

higher than that of the Random Forest combined with RFE algorithm on the larger 

Credit Card Default Dataset. Furthermore, expected runtime of the HGHS is 

significantly shorter than that of the GAMBoost (see Table 6 of the dissertation). 

Scalability of the HGHS is numerically examined on virtual architectures with 4, 8, 

12 and 16 processor cores. Based on the empirical results, the HGHS achieves the 

maximal theoretical speed-up according to Amdahl’s law in case of 4 cores, but it 

fails to meet these maximum speed-ups in case of more cores. The explanation 

behind this phenomenon is the optimal parametrization of HGHS that prefers the 

random elements of the algorithm that causes idle time in some iterations. This idle 

time also causes high relative standard deviation of runtimes on the hardware 

configuration with 16 cores (see Table 9 and Figure 20 of the dissertation). 

Based on the literature reviews and discussion, the HGHS algorithm proposed in my 

dissertation is the only metaheuristic solution to the feature selection task in a GAM framework 

that applies constraints to ensure a redundancy-free feature set in its proposed final model in a 

multivariate way, not just controlling for redundancy between variable pairs. 

Based on results of the dissertation, the HGHS is a preferrable feature selection method to the 

other algorithms examined in the dissertation, if our aim is to build a sparse model and we have 

no serious time constraints. 
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